B-1B LANCER
BONE
FRAGMENTS

FUEL TANK SET
Fitted to: 1:48th Revell B-1B kit

BF48006 AUXILIARY FUEL TANK SET

Kit Contents


RESIN




2,975 Gallon Auxiliary Fuel Tank
o TOP & BOTTOM
o FRONT & REAR

Tank Connector HOSE
Weapons Bay Connector PLUG x2
Weapons bay Fuel VALVE -3D Printed Part

This set contains parts to easily upgrade the 1/48th Revell B-1B kit with the correct auxiliary fuel tank. The kit tank is not accurate in shape nor details. The set
includes all the parts needed to bring your model up to date with the tanks fitted to all past and present jets.
Different jets have various layouts and configurations of tanks, as per mission requirements, so check your references. Usually only one tank is carried and more
often than not, it is carried in the forward bay.
All bays can be configured for the tank via a Fuel connector valve in the rear starboard area of
each bay.

Detailed Instructions & references @
https://bone-fragments.com/bf48006/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwRMhD4FbTeTL2Tnt0X1nCQ

A video run-thru of the build is coming soon on the BoneFragments
YouTube channel. You might find it helpful to watch this.
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Prepare Parts
Carefully Remove all parts from casting blocks and clean-up castings. The Tank Connector HOSE is longer than needed to ensure it fits in any bay. Do not cut
to length until test fitted in the bay- a small wire is inside the hose to provide strength and flexibility.
The bottom edges of the BOTTOM tank part have been cast slightly deeper than required, to ensure possible resin shrinkage is accounted for. The flat bottom
edges of the part need to be sanded slowly to ensure that the circular profile of the tank fits the end caps precisely.
FIG 1
Tabs have been included at the ends of the BOTTOM part to ensure correct alignment to the end caps. FIG 1. You may
have to enlarge the cut-out notches in the lend caps to match the tabs.

TIP: VALVE part is directly 3d printed and the printing supports need to be removed with a
sharp blade or nippers. The part is fragile due to the extreme detail. Fig 2 shows the part
without the supports to ensure you are removing the correct supports.
FIG 2

Kit part 64 (Bomb bay wall) needs to have the hatched area FIG 3
removed so that the VALVE can be installed. There are several
circular ejection pin circles that also need removing from all these kit
parts.

FIG 3

PAINT – Base colour of TANK is the same as the landing gear – Flat white. All tanks show signs of heavy weathering and fuel leaks and stains.

Assemble Parts
To install the tank in a bomb bay, you need to install the 2x end PLUGs. Drill a 2.5mm hole in the exact centre
of each end cap (FRONT & REAR) and glue the plugs in place. These plugs fit in the end bulkhead parts of the
kit (67 & 68). FIG 4
Do not use the plugs if displaying the fuel tank externally in a diorama.
FIG 4
Carefully drill a tiny hole (1.8mm) in the connector of the REAR end plate and glue HOSE in
position. FIG 5. Hose is semi-flexible due to internal wire to allow positioning. Check your
references for final positioning.

FIG 5
Glue VALVE part to kit part in area
you have removed in the step
above. The VALVE is angled so
ensure that the part is oriented as
per your reference. Trim hose to
fit between REAR connector and
VALVE.

TIP: the correct mounting location for the bay doors is
the shown by the ORANGE notches in FIG 5 above

FIG 6

Additional details can added if required – use fine wire to replicate the external sensor wiring and the cord to the handle as shown in the reference photos.
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